NATHEALTH Leadership Series

- Apollo Hospitals inaugurates Proton Cancer Centre
- Interview: Dr. Sudarshan Ballal Chairman MHEPL Consolidation in India’s Health Sector
- Interview: Amit Mookim – General Manager, South Asia
- Govt. needs to increase healthcare outlay in budget, recommends NATHEALTH: ET Healthworld
- Return on Investment in Health: Gates Foundation Analysis
- Future of Health: Panel Discussion in World Economic Forum

Policy Level Discussions and Updates

- #AyushmanBharat camp is being organized by @CSCegov_ in Manipur. 380 #PMJAY e-cards is ready to be distributed tomorrow: Dr. Indu Bhushan
- Dissemination of techno-economic assessment of Electronic Vaccine Intelligence Network (eVIN) in Jodhpur
- Big announcement: Soon #PMJAY beneficiaries will be able to get treatment at railway hospitals.
- India has built a unique ecosystem for Startups & its essential that domestic investments flow un hampered: Amitabh Kant, Niti Ayog CEO.

Healthcare Industry Overview

- Seven visions of the future of healthcare - The Telegraph
- Piyush Goyal temporarily assigned the Ministry of Finance & Ministry of Corp Affairs
- Interim health budget likely to rise by 5%; 5,000 centers to come up: TOI
- The future of healthcare: Finding the opportunities that lie beneath the uncertainty
- The integration of artificial intelligence into telemedicine; Harvard Medicine Special Report
- The Question of Care: Using vast amounts of medical data for clinical decision
- Universal Health Coverage: A WHO Special Report
- Hospital Beds Empower Patients to Drive their own care: MedTech Report (Page 59-62)
- Machine Learning: Diagnosing bots save lives
- An artificial intelligence system that can mimic human clinical decision making: Harvard Study
- 1000 Bedded Multi Speciality Hospital in Sikkim; India’s 2nd Biggest Govt Healthcare Facility
- Investing in the Care Economy: A Pathway to Growth
- Abbott Q4 Diagnostic Revenues Grow 3 Percent

Homecare Forum

- 4 Ways Clinicians Can Influence the Shift to Homecare in 2019
- Virtual Reality Helps In-Home Caregivers Experience Dementia, Dying
- Transportation Services Help Home Care Forge Hospital Ties, Can Drive Revenue
- Homecare Beds Market Emerging Trends and New Developments Analysis 2019 to 2025

Insurance Forum

- Reporter's Take | Health insurance payouts in installments
- Regulatory changes in India to be credit positive for insurance sector: Moody’s
- PM Modi Writes To You. Controversy Over Centre's Rs. 15 Crore Outreach
• India Rendezvous: Disruption can be beneficial too
• What India Inc. expects from Interim Budget 2019
• Policy holders may get option to get accident/health claim benefits in installments
• Ayushman Bharat: Kerala govt fixes packages
• Hyderabidis go for higher health cover

**Diagnostics Forum**
• Emergence of careers in E-Diagnostics
• From Health Clubs In Schools To Better Diagnostics
• Can India lead the way in neglected diseases innovation?
• 5C Network To Expand Advanced Healthtech Services With Seed Funding
• Dell EMC Revolutionizing Healthcare in India
• Getting health priorities right
• From Health Clubs In Schools To Better Diagnostics
• Technology & Trends to Drive Healthcare Industry’s Vision 2019

**Awards and Events**
• RF- 346th International Conference on Medical & Health Science - ICMHS 2019 (24th Jan, Pune)
• ACN- International Conference on Medical and Health Sciences (ICMHS) (27th Jan, New Delhi)
• Future of Hospitals Summit (30th Jan, Mumbai)
• Asep-Pro India (1st-2nd Feb, Hyderabad)
• SIMEX 2019 (1st-3rd Feb, Madurai)
• Health Tech India (CII) (3rd-5th Feb, New Delhi)
• CII WR Healthcare Pharma and Medtech Conclave and Expo (6th-7th Feb, Mumbai)
• AMPTECH INDIA (14th-16th Feb, Ernakulam)
• AIDSCON (15th-16th Feb, Chandigarh)
• ISCR Conference (15th-16th Feb, New Delhi)
• International Conference on Medical & Health Science (ICMHS) (15th-16th Feb, New Delhi)
• India Fertility Conference (Conference And Awards) (16th Feb, Mumbai)
• India Pharma (18th-19th Feb, New Delhi)
• DX Summit : Future of Diagnostics (22nd-23rd Feb, New Delhi)
• 14th Asia Conference on Healthcare and Health Insurance (19th-20th March, New Delhi)